
"Ace of Swords" 
 

Protectors team member Cliff's current assignment was aiding the suppression of Hytherion in a 

world to which the Alternity couldn't travel directly, in the past beyond the "2007 Line". 

 

Having arrived at coordinates some 2.4 billion years ago, where a distant, nameless galaxy 

spread out before him, he sat down on a drifting rock to await the monster's appearance. A being 

that devoured time, Hytherion would be coming to consume this galaxy's star formation stage--

the "beginning moment" stage at which vast numbers of fixed stars were created. If this attack 

were permitted to happen, then the countless billions of life-bearing worlds that would surely 

later be born in this galaxy would be lost. To protect the future from this threat--this was truly 

the Protectors' job. Cliff seemed proud that there were roles only they could serve, even though 

they did not have the Alternity's level of power. It was not yet time to go to "the other side". 

 

Then, as if a silver liquid were oozing onto the black fabric of space, Hytherion, the Beast of 

Time, appeared in the third dimension! Normal optical senses would have needed millions of 

years to view the spectacle, but with the super-senses he'd borrowed from the Alternity, Cliff was 

able to catch sight of his enemy's form in realtime. 

 

Its ultra-gigantic body masked an entire quadrant of the galaxy, vastly greater than any "beast" 

he'd encountered before. Yet even as he locked up in fear, Cliff recalled the advice he'd received 

from the Alternity: "He is strong even when small." In other words, Hytherion's "size" changed 

depending on its permeation level into three-dimensional space, but its strength was fixed, no 

matter how great or small that level was. 

 

"Don't glitch yourself just 'cause he's stupidly huge...! There's someone down here too that's 

strong despite bein' small!" Even as he was buffeted by the dimensional vibrations, he trained his 

dual wave-functional pointer-guns on Hytherion. Naturally, these pistols weren't nearly powerful 

enough to bring down the "Beast of Time". However, their irradiated wave-functional markers, 

which could travel over an extraordinary spatial range, transmitted Hytherion's absolute 

coordinates to the awaiting "Alternity main body". Cliff's role was to guide the fearsome remote 

space-time weapon they were to fire accurately to its target. 

 

"Now!!" 

 

At Cliff's signal, the Alternity main body unleashed an all-out assault. A nebula-like collection of 

light and gases appeared to take the form of a gargantuan blade. This sword of the heavens 

flashed like a knife slicing apart a galaxy, piercing deeply into the vital points on Hytherion 

where Cliff had guided it! 

 

The beast raised a scream that shook even the soundless reaches of outer space and was made to 

bend back deeply on itself. The great sword changed into a black pillar of the heavens, wrapped 

around the beast writhing it its death throes, and condensed down and vanished in a twinkling. 

 

Even as Cliff leapt about, shaking in delight, he let out a disgusted thought: "The Alternity are 

totally full of it." 

 

He then reported the completion of his mission to Protector Central and, glancing back on the 

galaxy he had returned to silence, muttered, "'Course, if I could pull that trigger, I get the feelin' 

I'd be full of it too." 

 

 



A-03 High Protector/Cliff 
 

 

    * Meta-Realtime Macrovision [head]: Supersense that permits the viewing in realtime of 

objects that are at galaxy-spanning astronomical range.  

 

 

    * Lifeline Linkage Terminal [clavicle]: Super-dimesional linking system equipped in Cliff's 

body, which doesn't have an Alternium frame. Links to his Alternity comrades in the future via 

transwarp ion packets, with functions for aligned data transfer and as a lifeline for emergency 

escape/retrieval.  

 

 

    * Wave-Functional Pointer-Gun [weapon]: Gun that projects wave-function markers for 

guiding the Alternity's remote space-time weaponry. In shooting mode, it emits (medium-

power?) plasma solitons.  

 

 

    * "Glass Gas" Discharger [forearm]: Fires a special gas from the tailpipe in his forearm which 

renders the crystalline structure of metals as brittle as glass.  

 

 

    * Temporal Signal Synthesizer [abdomen]: A device which produces a super-dimensional 

frequency spectrum favored by Hytherion in order to lure out the beast.  

 

 

    * Timaeus Powertrack Generator [foot]: Generates a run loop for the "Timaeus Drive" super-

temporal driver.  

 

 

 

A-03 High Protector/Cliff 

 

Alternity Protector Warrior Cliff 
 

Transformation...Suzuki Swift Sport 

Originating from the "BT World" of nine million years in the future, like the first-generation 

Alternity, Cliff is in a position to evolve immediately into an Alternity type if he so wishes. 

However, he prefers ancient fighting styles and simple values. He therefore feels the world of the 

Alternity is too complex and surreal, and so has not yet come to take part in it. Instead, he has 

become a member of the Protectors, the Alternity's support organization and cooperated with 

them, undertaking and advancing missions especially in time ranges where the Alternity cannot 

enter. For his current body, he uses the same type of frame as Bumble's Auto-avatar, but tuned 

for action in the "deep past". Both are linked across space-time via transwarp ion packets. 

Megatron's acquisition of Hytherion's power and achievement of a higher-order evolution has 

generated the possibility for the Alternity's world to be brought back to its former confrontational 

structure of "Cybertron vs. Destron", so Cliff is in the process of gradually moving minds to the 

migration toward a new battle. 

 

 

STR...4 

SPD...4 



INT...8 

END...4 

RNK...7 

CRG...10 

FRP...9 

SKL...5  

 

 

 

Thundercracker 
Japanese Number  A-04 

Faction  Destrons 

 

Bio 

As a member of the "Questors" under Megatron's direct command, Thundercracker was given a 

special body which transforms to a sports car like the other aerial soldiers. However, as he has 

always been devoted to the sky and accustomed to looking down the others moving on the 

ground, he finds it ironic and cannot help feeling humiliated by the fact that now he has a ground 

vehicle body even though he understands it is necessary for the Questors’ mission. 

 

In addition to his standard Drone Rockets and Flamethrower Cannons on his arms; as well as the 

Power Zap ability that steals energy from the enemy or facilities; he is now equipped with the 

powerful Lightening Storm Gun weapon mode. When on a planet, he favors the tactics of 

shooting a controlled Sonic Boom to stun and panic the enemy. In the space he uses his Nova 

Concussion Generator for the same effect. 

 

Thundercracker is not fully convinced of Destrons' cause; on a subconscious level he has some 

strong doubts. His disposition tends to show especially clearly when innocent lives are exposed 

to danger, and might gravely hinder Destrons from completing their missions. 

 

Tech Specs chart for Thundercracker - Mitsuoka Orochi (Sonic Blue).  

Strength  7  Intelligence  7 

Speed  10  Endurance  7 

Rank  5  Courage  5 

Firepower  8  Skill  7 


